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Abstract—Graph pattern mining (GPM) is a class of algorithms
widely used in many real-world applications in bio-medicine, ecommerce, security, social sciences, etc. GPM is a computationally
intensive problem with an enormous amount of coarse-grain
parallelism and therefore, attractive for hardware acceleration.
Unfortunately, existing GPM accelerators have not used the best
known algorithms and optimizations, and thus offer questionable
benefits over software implementations.
We present FlexMiner, a software/hardware co-designed GPM
accelerator that improves the efficiency without compromising
the generality or productivity of state-of-the-art software GPM
frameworks. FlexMiner exploits massive amount of coarse-grain
parallelism in GPM by deploying a large number of specialized
processing elements. For efficient searches, the FlexMiner hardware accepts pattern-specific execution plans, which are generated
automatically by the FlexMiner compiler from the given pattern(s). To avoid repetitive computation on neighborhood connectivity, we provide dedicated on-chip storage to memoize reusable
connectivity information in a connectivity map (c-map) which is
implemented with low-cost yet high-throughput hardware. The
on-chip memories in FlexMiner are managed dynamically using
heuristics derived by the compiler, and thus are fully utilized. We
have evaluated FlexMiner with 4 GPM applications on a wide
range of real-world graphs. Our cycle-accurate simulation shows
that FlexMiner with 64 PEs achieves 10.6× speedup on average
over the state-of-the-art software system executing 20 threads on
a 10-core Intel CPU.
Index Terms—accelerator, software/hardware co-design, graph
pattern mining, pattern aware

I. I NTRODUCTION
Graph pattern mining (GPM) finds subgraphs that match
certain pattern(s) in a given graph (Fig. 1). GPM is a computeintensive building block in numerous important applications
in chemical engineering [22, 48, 71], bioinformatics [7, 19,
60, 61, 70, 74], web spam detection [9, 26, 30, 36], social sciences [29, 31, 34, 41], and others [23, 35, 88, 92]. For example,
GPM is used to predict the functionality of a new protein in
a protein-protein interaction network, where vertices represent
proteins labeled with their functionality and edges are interactions between these proteins. The prediction can be preformed
by mining frequent subgraphs with similar interactions to the
new protein [19]. We believe GPM would be used even more
widely in applications if it were cheaper to compute.
Since writing efficient parallel GPM programs by hand is
time-consuming and error-prone, many software GPM systems, such as, Arabesque [82], RStream [84], Fractal [25],
Kaleido [95], AutoMine [58], Pangolin [16], Peregrine [44]
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Fig. 1: Graph pattern mining example. The pattern P is a
triangle, and 3 triangles are found in the data graph G.
have been proposed to improve productivity. In general, to
solve a GPM problem, a solver program takes a data graph
G and a pattern P of size k, enumerates all the possible
subgraphs of size k in G, and checks each subgraph to see
if it is isomorphic to P. This is computationally intensive
even on moderate size graphs because of the massive combinatorial search space and the expensive graph isomorphism
test. For example, to mine the 4-cycle pattern (Fig. 3) in
the Friendster [52] graph with 65 million vertices and 1.8
billion edges, AutoMine [58], one of the fastest GPM software
systems, takes 15 hours on a 4-socket 14-core (56-core in total)
Intel CPU machine. Therefore, hardware GPM accelerators
like TrieJax [46] and Gramer [90] have been proposed to
improve GPM’s performance and energy-efficiency.
Subgraph enumeration to match a pattern can be modeled
as building a search tree. The efficiency of any GPM solution,
to the first order, depends upon the size of this search tree.
Pattern-aware solutions exploit the specific properties of a
pattern to drastically prune the search space. Unfortunately,
existing hardware accelerators are inefficient because they use
naive pattern oblivious search strategies, resulting in significantly larger search space than the state-of-the-art software
solutions. Meanwhile, existing accelerators also have limited
generality. TrieJax, unlike a software GPM system, supports
only a small subset of GPM problems. Gramer supports more
GPM problems but adopts an ad-hoc approach which requires
implementing a specific solver for each specific GPM problem,
significantly hampering its usability. The limited generality
is a consequence of the fact that Gramer and TrieJax lack a
well-defined software/hardware interface to configure/program
the accelerator. Lastly, unlike GPM software systems, existing
accelerators lack the support for memoization and thus repetitively check the connectivity of vertices during the search.
We propose FlexMiner, a software-hardware co-designed
GPM system, which strives for both generality and performance without sacrificing the ease of programming. Fig. 2
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Fig. 2: An overview of the FlexMiner software/hardware co-designed system.
illustrates an overview of the FlexMiner system which contains
the FlexMiner hardware and a software/hardware interface.
The FlexMiner hardware is a special-purpose architecture to
offload the GPM computations of an application running on
the host. It does a depth-first search (DFS) over the search tree.
The software/hardware interface is established between the
user program and the hardware, to make FlexMiner patternaware. The user program only needs to specify the pattern(s)
of interest, same as state-of-the-art software GPM frameworks.
FlexMiner first does an analysis on the pattern(s), and then
uses a compiler to automatically generate a pattern-specific
execution plan. This execution plan is loaded by the host
CPU to the FlexMiner hardware at the beginning of execution,
and customizes the DFS search process in hardware. In this
way, FlexMiner can flexibly mine any arbitrary pattern with
high algorithmic efficiency. In addition to this flexibility, the
FlexMiner hardware also provides much higher throughput
than general purpose CPUs. The efficiency of the FlexMiner
hardware stems from the following features:
Massive Multithreading: FlexMiner exploits the embarrassing amount of parallelism in GPM which comes from the
fact that the searches starting from different vertices of G
are mutually independent tasks and can be done concurrently.
FlexMiner consists of a collection of processing engines (PEs)
to exploit this massive parallelism to saturate the memory
bandwidth and hide memory latency.
PE Specialization: Each PE contains a specialized unit that
is optimized for efficient set intersection and set difference
operations. These operations frequently compare neighbor list
of vertices, and are the major bottlenecks in state-of-the-art
software GPM frameworks.
Connectivity Memoization: The set operations access neighbor lists in G frequently and repeatedly, which results in a
significant amount of redundant computation. We use a novel
c-map structure (Section VI) to memorize the neighborhood
information and avoid this redundancy with low-cost hardware. Besides, the FlexMiner compiler passes pattern-specific
hints to the hardware to help efficiently manage c-map storage.
We prototype the PE of FlexMiner in RTL using Bluespec
and synthesize the design with Silvaco’s 15nm Open-Cell
Library. Our PE with 32kB private cache and 8kB scratchpad
runs at 1.3GHz and takes an area of 0.18mm2 . In comparison,
a single high-end Intel SkyLake core with 1MB L2 cache
is clocked around 4GHz and takes an area of 15mm2 [46].
Detailed performance simulation shows that with 64 PEs
(which take approximately the same area as a single Intel CPU
core and operate at one third of its clock speed), FlexMiner
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Fig. 3: 3-vertex (left) and 4-vertex (right) motifs.
achieves 10.6× speedup on average over the state-of-theart software solution on a 10-core Intel i9-7900X CPU. In
summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
•

•

•

•

FlexMiner, the first pattern-aware GPM accelerator which
supports a variety of GPM applications using techniques
from state-of-the-art software algorithms for GPM;
A programming interface which is the same as the state-ofthe-art software GPM systems. We use a small compiler to
generate the execution plan to configure the hardware;
Hardware support for memoizing connectivity information
to avoid redundant computation with low cost;
Evaluation using representative GPM applications and diverse graphs to show that FlexMiner significantly improves
performance over state-of-the-art software frameworks.

Paper organization: Section II defines GPM, introduces 4
GPM problems, and describes how a GPM problem is solved
in state-of-the-art software GPM systems. In Section III we
point out the limitations of existing hardware to motivate
our work. Section IV introduces the FlexMiner architecture.
Section V defines the software/hardware interface. We discuss
our hardware support for c-map in Section VI. Section VII
evaluates our design and Section IX concludes.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Graph Pattern Mining Problems
Given a graph G(V, E) and a vertex set V 0 ⊆ V , the vertexinduced subgraph is the graph G0 whose vertex set is V 0 and
edge set contains the edges in E whose endpoints are in V 0 .
Given G(V, E) and an edge set E 0 ⊆ E, the edge-induced
subgraph is the graph G0 whose edge set is E 0 and vertex set
contains the endpoints in V of the edges in E 0 .
Given a data graph G and a set of patterns Sp =
{P1 , . . . , Pn }, GPM seeks to find all those subgraphs, i.e.,
embeddings, in G that are isomorphic to Pi , ∀Pi ∈ Sp . Fig. 1
shows an example of triangle embeddings in a graph. A GPM
solution should guarantee completeness, i.e., every match of
P in G should be found, and uniqueness, i.e., every distinct
match should be reported only once. We consider the following
GPM problems in this paper:
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Fig. 4: A portion of a subgraph search tree with 4 levels (vertex extension used).
•
•

•

•

Triangle counting (TC) counts the number of triangles in G.
k-clique listing (k-CL) lists all k-cliques in G, where a kclique of G is defined as a subgraph G0 of G, such that G0
has k vertices and every pair of vertices in G0 is connected
by an edge in G0 , i.e., G0 is a complete graph.
Subgraph listing (SL) enumerates all edge-induced subgraphs of G isomorphic to a user-defined pattern P.
k-motif counting (k-MC) counts the number of occurrences
of the different patterns that are possible with k vertices.
Each pattern is also called a motif. Fig. 3 shows all 3-motifs
and 4-motifs. k-MC finds vertex-induced subgraphs.

to P. In contrast, a pattern-aware solution leverages the
properties of P to prune the search tree and avoid isomorphism
tests. The pattern is analyzed to generate a matching order [44]
and a symmetry order [57] which are used to guide the search
and prune the search space. We define connected ancestor and
describe the two orders below. To avoid notational confusion,
we call a vertex in P as a pattern vertex, denoted as ui , and
a vertex in G as a data vertex, denoted as vi .
Connected ancestor: Given a subgraph S and a total order
T O(S) on the vertices in S, a connected ancestor of vertex
u in S under T O is a vertex w in S such that w < u and
w is connected to u. The connected ancestor set that includes
all the connected ancestors of u in S under T O, is denoted
as CAS,T O (u). For example, CAS,T O (u3 ) = {u1 ,u2 } means
u1 and u2 are u3 ’s connected ancestors in S under T O. For
simplicity, we write CA(u) instead of CAS,T O (u) when S and
T O are obvious from the context.
Matching order: It is a total order among pattern vertices
that defines the order to match each data vertex to a pattern
vertex. For example, in Fig. 4, suppose P is a 4-cycle, and we
generate its matching order MO and represent it as a list of
connected ancestor set of ui in P under MO: {CA(u0 )={},
CA(u1 )={u0 }, CA(u2 )={u0 }, CA(u3 )={u1 ,u2 }}, meaning (1)
any vertex v0 in V can be mapped to u0 ; (2) v1 mapped to
u1 must be a neighbor of v0 ; (3) v2 mapped to u2 also must
be a neighbor of v0 ; (4) v3 mapped to u3 must be a common
neighbor of v1 and v2 . In level 2 of the tree in Fig. 4, subgraphs
marked with × are pruned, because the vertex mapped to u2
(i.e., v2 ) is not a neighbor of the vertex mapped to u0 (i.e., v0 ).
Note that using matching order eliminates the need to apply
isomorphism tests at the leaves of the search tree, because the
leaf subgraphs always match P (see level 3 in Fig. 4).
Symmetry order: A specific subgraph can occur in multiple
places in the search tree. For example, in Fig. 4, the subgraph
containing vertices 1 and 2 occurs in two places at level 1 of
the tree. These identical subgraphs are called automorphisms.
To avoid repetitive enumeration, only one of them, known as
the canonical one, is kept, and extended further. This selection
is known as symmetry breaking [57]. A well established

A GPM problem to mine one single pattern is called a
single-pattern problem, e.g., TC, k-CL and SL, whereas a
problem to find multiple patterns simultaneously is called a
multi-pattern problem, e.g., k-MC.
B. GPM Execution Model and Search Strategies
To solve a GPM problem, a solver program enumerates
all the possible subgraphs of size k in G, and checks each
subgraph to see if it is isomorphic to P. This solving process
can be modeled as building a search tree in which each
vertex represents a subgraph of G. Fig. 4 shows a search tree
with 4 levels. Level l of the tree represents subgraphs with
l + 1 vertices. Intuitively, subgraph S2 =(W2 , E2 ) is a child of
subgraph S1 =(W1 , E1 ) in this tree if S2 can be obtained by
extending S1 with a single vertex v ∈
/ W1 which is connected
to some vertex in W1 (v is said to be in the neighborhood of
subgraph S1 ); this process is called vertex extension. Formally,
this can be expressed as W2 =W1 ∪ {v} where v ∈
/ W1 and
there is an edge (v, u) ∈ E for some u ∈ W1 . It is useful to
think of the edge connecting S1 and S2 in the tree as being
labeled by v. Similarly, Edge extension extends a subgraph S1
with a single edge (u, v) provided at least one of the endpoints
of the edge is in S1 .
Based on the search tree model, we classify existing software GPM frameworks into two categories: pattern-oblivious
and pattern-aware. The pattern-oblivious approach builds the
search tree and checks each leaf to determine if it is isomorphic
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v1 ’s neighbors in a connectivity map (c-map) during the search.
Each entry in the c-map is a key-value pair, where the key is a
vertex ID (say v), and the value is a list of depths of vertices
in the current embedding which are connected to v. This list
is implemented as a bitset to save space. For example, assume
that the current embedding has 3 vertices, the entry [w, ’001’]
means vertex w is connected to the first vertex, but not to
the second and the third vertices in the current embedding.
Once the c-map is constructed, all the set operations can be
replaced by querying the c-map. For example, for 4-cycle,
the intersection is replaced by querying the c-map to check if
each neighbor of v2 is connected with v1 .

Fig. 5: Possible matching orders for diamond.
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Fig. 6: Generating symmetry order for 4-cycle.
approach for symmetry breaking is to define a partial order,
known as a symmetry order, for candidate vertices and add
only those subgraphs that satisfy the symmetry order.
In Fig. 4, suppose we define the symmetry order for the
4-cycle pattern as {v0 > v1 , v1 > v2 , v0 > v3 }. Using
this order, the lightly colored subgraphs can all be pruned,
which reduces the search space and guarantees uniqueness.
Specifically, the subgraphs [1, 2] and [2, 1] are automorphisms,
and the former can be pruned because v0 > v1 .
Given P, pattern-aware solutions use pattern analysis [58]
to generate a matching order [44] and a symmetry order [57],
which, in turn, can be used to generate a program to find
P automatically. To generate a matching order, the pattern
analyzer first enumerates all the possible matching orders of P,
and uses a set of rules to pick one that is likely to perform well
in practice [49]. Fig. 5 lists all the possible matching orders for
diamond. The first matching order searches for a triangle first
(u0 , u1 , u2 form a triangle), and the second matching order
searches for a wedge first (u0 , u1 , u2 form a wedge). Since the
number of triangles is much fewer than the number of wedges
in a sparse graph, the first matching order is likely to perform
better than the second as it prunes many more candidates at
the early stage. Using the rules in [49], we find that the first
matching order is the best out of the five.
To generate a symmetry order for a pattern P, we first
take one its matching orders, (MO) and build a subgraph
incrementally in the order specified by MO. At each step we
also check for the symmetry (Fig. 6). The matching order in
(a) results in the 3 steps shown in (b), (c) and (d). In (b), we
add partial order v1 < v0 as v0 and v1 are interchangeable,
meaning that if no order is enforced between v0 and v1 then
any match of P in G will be found twice by permuting v0 and
v1 . Similarly, in (c) and (d) we add partial orders v2 < v1 and
v3 < v0 , respectively. In all, the symmetry order generated for
4-cycle is {v0 > v1 , v1 > v2 , v0 > v3 }.

III. L IMITATIONS OF E XISTING GPM S OFTWARE
S YSTEMS AND ACCELERATORS
Software GPM systems, such as Arabesque [82],
RStream [84], Fractal [25], Kaleido [95], AutoMine [58],
Pangolin [16], Peregrine [44], GraphZero [57] simplify
GPM programming and apply algorithmic optimizations to
improve performance. However, given the irregularity of
the GPM computation, software systems often show poor
performance. To get in-depth understanding of how software
GPM systems behave on general-purpose processors, we
evaluated AutoMine [58], a state-of-the-art software GPM
system, on a 12-core machine with 100GB/s max DRAM
bandwidth and hyper-threading (2 threads per core).
Fig. 7 shows the performance (left) and memory bandwidth
(right) scaling of mining k-cliques in orkut (Table I). The
performance scales linearly until 12-thread, after which hyperthreading kicks in and the scaling slows down probably
because of cache contention [8]. We observe the same behavior
using a 56-core machine, when we scale from 56-thread to
112-thread. Fig. 7 also shows that the memory bandwidth
scales well beyond 12 threads, indicating there is potential
to improve performance with more physical cores.
In another experiment using Intel VTune, we observe that
37%∼49% of pipeline slots are wasted due to branch misprediction. This is caused by the frequent comparison and
branching in set intersection/difference, which account for
a majority of computation in AutoMine. These observations
suggest that an accelerator with a large number of physical
cores with special support for set operations and local memory
should be an effective way to scale GPM performance.
Unfortunately, existing hardware GPM accelerators, TrieJax
[46] and Gramer [90], are not efficient. TrieJax is based on a
variant of the Worst Case Optimal Join (WCOJ) algorithm.
The join operations are used to perform set intersections.
TrieJax introduces a specialized core which works as a coprocessor with the CPU cores. The L1 and L2 caches of
the specialized core are read-only, to avoid cache pollution
by the writes. It also introduces a 4MB dedicated on-chip
scratchpad, called the Partial Join Results (PJR) Cache, to
buffer intermediate results of join operations. However, TrieJax has some limitations. First, it does not perform symmetry
breaking, leading to a much larger search space than necessary.
Second, it suffers from redundant computation on connectivity

C. Memoizing Connectivity Information
A major computation in AutoMine [58], Peregrine [44] and
GraphZero [57] is set intersection/difference on edgelists. This
requires frequent accesses to the edgelists of G during the
search. For example, for pattern 4-cycle in Fig. 6 (a), v3
(match of u3 ) is from the intersection of v1 ’s neighbors and
v2 ’s neighbors. For every different v2 , the same v1 ’s neighbors
are visited. To avoid repeated lookups in G, we can memoize
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check. Third, it lacks an interface to configure the hardware
and thus, is limited to solving single, edge-induced problems.
Gramer [90] proposed a data prioritization technique for
GPM, which heuristically prioritizes the hot, i.e., frequently
accessed, data in the cache. This technique improves performance over existing pattern-oblivious software systems, such
as RStream [84] and Fractal [25]. However, Gramer employs
a pattern-oblivious search strategy. Although a filter mechanism in Arabesque is leveraged by Gramer to remove irrelevant
subgraphs, it is not sufficient enough [16] to prune the search
space for an arbitrary pattern, and because of a lack of the
matching order, Gramer requires expensive isomorphism tests.
While Gramer supports solving more GPM problems than
TrieJax, it requires re-synthesizing a hardware solver for each
GPM problem due to a lack of programmable interface. Extra
RTL programming efforts are expected from users, which
could be a significant task for one without expertise in both
hardware design and graph pattern mining.
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while(!A.empty() && !B.empty()) {
vid left = A.front();
vid right = B.front();
if (left <= right) A.deq();
if (right <= left) B.deq();
if (left == right) C.enq(left);
}
set intersection
while(!A.empty()) {
vid left = A.front();
if (B.empty()) {
A.deq(); C.enq(left);
} else {
vid right = B.front();
if (left <= right) A.deq();
if (right <= left) B.deq();
if (left < right) C.enq(left);
}
}
set difference

Fig. 9: Hardware SIU/SDU with upper bound pruning. vid is
the vertex upper bound. A and B are input edgelists.

The limitations of existing pure software and pure hardware
solutions motivate us to develop a SW/HW co-designed GPM
system which can overcome these limitations.
As shown in Fig. 2, FlexMiner establishes a software/hardware interface (Section V), which takes the user specified pattern as input, does an analysis on the pattern, and invokes the
FlexMiner compiler to generate a pattern-specific execution
plan. The execution plan is fed into the FlexMiner hardware
at the beginning of execution. The FlexMiner hardware can
be considered as a template of DFS walker over the subgraph
search tree, which is implemented as a finite-state machine
(Section IV-B). This template is customized by the patternspecific execution plan, and therefore the hardware is pattern
aware. To provide high throughput, the hardware contains a
collection of processing elements (PEs) specialized for GPM
search. This architecture leverages the parallelism that comes
from the fact that each search task starting from a vertex
is independent from other tasks. Inside each PE, FlexMiner
introduces a hardware hashmap (Section VI) to efficiently
perform the major GPM computation. In case of hashmap
overflow, a specialized set operation unit is invoked.

A. FlexMiner Hardware Architecture
Fig. 8 illustrates the FlexMiner architecture. FlexMiner
consists of a scheduler, a shared cache, and a number of
processing elements (PE), all connected with a network
on chip (NoC). The scheduler dynamically assigns tasks to
available idle PEs. The shared-cache buffers the vertex/edge
data for all PEs, and the intermediate data spilled from PEs.
There is no cache coherency in FlexMiner because each task
is independent and there is no updates to shared data. Each
PE is responsible for processing assigned tasks independently
and does not require synchronization with other PEs.
Each PE contains the following components. The extender
is a finite-state machine (detailed in Section IV-B) responsible
for adding vertices one-by-one in the search tree. The pruner
is used to prune the vertex candidates and is configured
specifically for the pattern prior to the execution. It checks
if the ID of the vertex being added is within the bounds of the
symmetry order and queries c-map to check the connectivity
constraints. Only when the c-map has overflowed, SIU and SDU
are invoked to perform set intersection/difference operations
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to compute the qualified vertex candidates. SIU/SDU uses the
well-known merge-based algorithm [39, 42] and its hardware
structure is shown in Fig. 9. Our specialized SIU and SDU
perform one loop iteration (the while loop in Fig. 9) per cycle.
The reducer contains a group of counters, one for each
pattern. It uses + as the reduction operation, but can be extended easily to support user-defined reduction operations. The
ancestor stack is a set of registers to hold the current partial
match during the DFS search. The private cache stores the
edgelist data, and memoizes the frontier list which is a
list of vertices that have already passed the constraint checking
and are going to be reused (detailed in Section V-C). Once
a frontier list is generated, its start address and size are
stored in the frontier list table. The scratchpad accommodates a specialized hash map to memoize the neighborhood
connectivity (detailed in Section VI). Next we show details of
the state machine and the FlexMiner execution flow.

state == Idle

d = 1; emb.push(Vinit)
state == Extending

False

d == k ?

pick a vertex v from
emb according to order;
offset[d] = 0; extender[d] = v

True

output emb
d--; emb.pop

state == IteratingEdge

no more neighbors of extending_vertex[d]?

False

True

u = offset[d]-th neighbor of
extender[d]; i[d]++

B. FlexMiner Execution Flow

False

Pattern-aware software solutions [44] use recursion, which
is not suitable for direct implementation in hardware. Instead,
FlexMiner uses the iterative execution model shown in Fig. 10
which can be implemented using a simple finite state machine.
A PE can be in one of the three states at runtime: Idle,
Extending and IteratingEdges. d is the the depth counter,
and emb is the ancestor stack in Fig. 8. Whenever the DFS
steps to the next level, a vertex is pushed on to the stack.
When the traversal finishes searching at the current level, the
stack pops the vertex at the top and backtracks to the previous
level. For each depth of the search tree, there are registers to
hold the current vertex being extended and the index of edge
used for extension (i.e., i-th neighbor).
The execution starts from a vertex vinit , which is a task
assigned by the scheduler. vinit is pushed on to the stack, and
the depth is set to 1. The state is switched to Extending. At
this stage, if the depth has reached the size of the pattern (k), a
match has been found in the stack and the matched subgraph
is added to the output. After that the search backtracks to
the previous level by decreasing d and popping emb. If the
maximum depth not reached yet, a vertex v in emb is picked
(according to the matching order order) as the new vertex for
extension and the index is set to 0. Now the state switches
to IteratingEdges. If the index has come to the end of the
neighbor list, the search backtracks to the previous level (if
the previous level is in depth 0, indicating the entire subtree is
already traversed, it goes back to idle stage and waits for the
next task from the scheduler). Otherwise, the next neighbor
of the extender u is considered as a candidate vertex to be
checked by the pruner. If u satisfies the constraints (i.e., the
symmetry order and connectivity), u is pushed into emb and
the search goes to the next level by increasing d and switching
to the Extending state.
The overall flow of FlexMiner can be explained in Fig. 8
as follows. At the beginning of execution, the execution plan
is loaded (¶). The scheduler then assigns a task (vertex v)
to the PE (·). The extender puts v in the ancestor stack

d--; emb.pop
u satisfy constraints?
True

emb.push(u); d++

d == 0?

False

True

Fig. 10: The execution flow of FlexMiner (single-pattern).
(¸), and configures the pruner (¹) according to the execution
plan. The pruner then starts to load v’s edgelist from private
cache (º), checks vertex id bound and queries the c-map
for connectivity constraints (if c-map overflows, SIU/SDU is
invoked). The other intermediate data, frontier list, stays
in the private cache, and is written to the shared cache
when evicted from the private cache. Once a frontier
list is generated, its corresponding information is updated in
the table (»). The frontier list is reused from the private
cache when it is accessed in a deeper level (¼). Whenever
the extender finds a match, the reducer increases the local
count (½), which is sent to the global reducer at the end.
V. S OFTWARE /H ARDWARE I NTERFACE
To efficiently support pattern-awareness, in FlexMiner, we
define an interface to pass a pattern-specific execution plan to
the hardware. We propose an intermediate representation (IR)
to express the (1) matching order, (2) symmetry order and
(3) the hints to manage on-chip storage, for a specific pattern.
Fig. 11 (a) shows the execution plan for the 4-cycle pattern
and its IR is given in Listing 1. We develop a execution plan
generator (referred as a “compiler”) to do the pattern analysis
and generate the IR code automatically. IR code is pre-loaded
to the hardware accelerator before the execution starts. Our
compiler generates matching order and symmetry order using
the same approach in prior software frameworks [44, 57, 58].
We describe how it generates the hints to manage on-chip
storage and how multi-pattern problems are supported.
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u0

u1

u2

u3

v0 ∈ V
v1 ∈ adj(v0) && v1 < v0
v2 ∈ adj(v0) && v2 < v1
v3 ∈ adj(v1) ∩ adj(v2) && v3 < v0

matching order: {{}, {0}, {0}, {1,2}}
symmetry order: {-,v1 < v0, v2 < v1, v3 < v0}
(a) 4-cycle

u0

u2

u3

u1

v0 ∈ V
v1 ∈ adj(v0) && v1 < v0
v2 ∈ adj(v0) ∩ adj(v1)
v3 ∈ adj(v0) ∩ adj(v1) && v3 < v2

matching order: {{}, {0}, {0,1}, {0,1}}
symmetry order: {-, v1 < v0, -, v3 < v2}
(b) diamond

u0

u1

u3

u2

v0 ∈ V
v1 ∈ adj(v0) && v1 < v0
v2 ∈ adj(v0) ∩ adj(v1)
v3 ∈ adj(v2)

matching order: {{}, {0}, {0,1}, {2}}
symmetry order: {-, v1 < v0, -, -}
(c) tailed-triangle

Fig. 11: Execution plans for finding edge-induced 4-cycle, diamond and tailed-triangle. Errors in this figure fixed.
Listing 1: IR code for 4-cycle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

vertex :
v0 ∈ V
pruneBy
v1 ∈ v0 .N pruneBy
v2 ∈ v0 .N pruneBy
v3 ∈ v2 .N pruneBy
embedding :
emb0 := v0
emb1 := emb0 + v1
emb2 := emb1 + v2
emb3 := emb2 + v3

Listing 2: IR code for finding diamond and tailed-triangle
11

(∞,
(v0 .id ,
(v1 .id ,
(v0 .id ,

{})
{})
{})
{v1 })

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

vertex :
v0 ∈ V
pruneBy
v1 ∈ v0 .N
pruneBy
v2 ∈ v0 .N
pruneBy
v31 ∈ v0 .N pruneBy
v32 ∈ v2 .N pruneBy
embedding :
emb0 := v0
emb1 := emb0 + v1
emb2 := emb1 + v2
emb31 := emb2 + v31

(∞,
(v0 .id ,
(∞,
(v2 .id ,
(∞,

{})
{})
{v1 })
{v1 })
{})

emb32 := emb2 + v32

A. IR Format
candidates set, i.e. the constraints of the first 3 vertices are
the same for both patterns. Therefore, we merge the first three
matching steps, and only the last step will diverge. Listing 2
shows the generated IR code. As illustrated in line 12, 13 and
14, the first three vertices are the same. This chain diverges
when extending v2 to v3 where two different branches are
represented by two vertices v31 and v32 in line 15 and 16
respectively. The embedding section shows the dependency
tree. Line 23 shows the two branches emb31 and emb32 , both
stemming from emb2 . In this way, FlexMiner can efficiently
support any multi-pattern problem including k-MC.

The IR consists of a vertex section and an embedding section. The vertex section describes how each vertex is extended
and which vertices can be considered valid candidates for that
extension step. For example, line 3 shows v1 is extended from
v0 . The candidates are confined by the pruneBy primitive,
which accepts 2 parameters: a vid upper-bound and connected
ancestor set. The vid upper-bound defines the upper bound of
candidate vertex ID. The connected ancestor set contains all
the vertices in the current embedding that must be connected to
the candidate vertex. Only candidate vertices that conform to
both constraints can be added to the embedding. For example,
in line 5 of Listing 1, v3 ’s ID must be smaller than v0 ’s ID, and
v3 must be connected to v1 . The embedding section describes
the dependencies between partially matched embeddings given
by the matching order. For instance, when mining 4-cycle,
we will find the following partial embeddings in order: singlevertex embedding (emb0 ), edge (emb1 ), wedge (emb2 ) and 4cycle (emb3 ). The embedding at the tail of the chain (emb3 )
fully matches the pattern. Each link in a dependency chain
is labeled with a + primitive which defines the vertex-adding
action performed to extend the embedding. For example, line
9 shows that emb1 is extended from emb0 by adding v1 .

C. Hints for Data Management
Different patterns can be optimized with different frontier
list memoization techniques. For example, in the diamond
pattern in Fig. 11 (b), v2 and v3 are from the same candidate
set adj(v0 ) ∩ adj(v1 ), and the only difference is that v3 < v2 .
If we can memoize the result of adj(v0 ) ∩ adj(v1 ) in the
PE-local cache, we can avoid repetitive computation. When
analyzing the pattern, the compiler identifies which results
are reusable and thus should be memoized, and indicates the
hardware using a flag in the IR code. Similarly, the compiler
also embeds information in the IR about how to manage the
c-map. We describe it in Section VI.
In addition, the compiler does special optimization when
detecting k-clique at pattern analysis, since symmetry breaking
can be done by the orientation technique, i.e., converting
the undirected data graph G into a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) [16]. The idea is to establish an order between the
endpoints of every edge in G, which converts the originally
undirected edge into directed. A commonly used approach is
to enforce the vertex with smaller degree points to the vertex
with larger degree. Vertex ID is used when there is a tie. After
giving orientation, no symmetry order checking is needed at
runtime. The preprocessing time is usually less than 1% of the

B. Multi-pattern Support
For a single-pattern problem, it is straightforward to use
a compiler to generate the IR code from the matching order
and symmetry order. In case of multiple patterns, each pattern
needs one dependency chain. Since multiple chains may
contain a common part, we merge multiple chains using a
dependency tree whenever possible. This way, the embedding section can express the control flow of mining multiple
patterns simultaneously, with common search paths merged
to avoid repetitive enumeration. Fig. 11 (b) and (c) shows
the execution plans of diamond and tailed-triangle. We
find that for both patterns, v0 , v1 and v2 are from the same
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execution time, and once converted, the graph can be used for
any k-CL.

Time
Current Embedding: [1, 2, 3]
4

D. Pattern-Aware Execution Flow

5

6

1 2, 4, 5, 7

With execution model in Fig. 10, FlexMiner can mine any
pattern of interest by customizing order and constraints at
each level. The customization is achieved simply by downloading the IR code to the hardware. In the example of 4-cycle
in Fig. 11 (a), when FlexMiner extends a wedge to a 4-cycle
in depth 3 (executing emb3 := emb2 + v3 ), it refers to the
primitive v3 ∈ v2 .N pruneBy (v0 .id, {v1 }) in the vertex
section. This defines the extender to be v2 (i.e., the third
vertex in the ancestor stack), and the constraints include that
{v3 < v0 } and v3 must be connected to v1 .
For single-pattern mining, the control flow (dependencies
between partial embeddings) is a sequence, so the execution
model can simply use depth d as the index into the vertex
section to retrieve the primitives, without using the embedding
section. For multi-pattern problems, however, the embedding
section will be used to handle the divergence of the control
flow due to different execution plans of the multiple patterns.
For example, in line 23 of Listing 2, two branches (emb31 and
emb32 ) are explored sequentially, i.e., the DFS walk steps into
level 3 with emb31 first; when search finished in level 3 and
backtracks to level 2, it steps into level 3 again with emb32 .

1

2

3

2 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
3 2, 5, 7, 8, 9

7

8

9

key value

2
4
5
7

key value

001
001
001
001

c-map

1

neighbor lists

Input Graph

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

001
010
011
011
010
001
010

c-map 2

key value

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

001
010
011
111
010
101
110
100

c-map

3

Fig. 12: An example of c-map. Green entries are newly inserted.
Orange entries are updated. Grey entries are ones became useless.

Previous work uses a vector [15, 21] to implement a c-map
in software. Instead of keeping only visited vertices in the map,
the vector pre-allocates |V | entries, one per vertex in G. In such
implementations, c-map queries are served in constant time,
which leads to an average of 2.3× speedup for k-CL [21].
However, vector c-map only work well in a restricted setting.
First, such implementation is not scalable as the size of the
data graph G. For example when counting the 4-cliques in a
graph of a billion vertices of maximum degree 50, the working
set can be bound by size 50, but the vector implementation
will have to allocate a vector of size one billion (GB) per
thread. Moreover, the L1 cache is particularly inefficient for
such structures: each cache line holding c-map information
may hold only a single byte of useful information.

VI. H ARDWARE S UPPORT FOR C ONNECTIVITY M AP

A. Hardware c-map Design

In this section we explain our proposed hardware support
for c-map optimization in FlexMiner. First, let’s look into the
details about how c-map is updated and queried at runtime.
A c-map can be constructed incrementally each time an
embedding is extended with a new vertex. As shown in Fig. 12,
the current embedding is [] → [1] → [1, 2] → [1, 2, 3]. The
c-map is empty at the beginning. When vertex 1 is added to
the current embedding, all neighbors of vertex 1 are inserted
into the map (¶), and the value of these entries are all ‘001’,
indicating they are connected to vertex 1. When vertex 2 is
added to the embedding, all neighbors of vertex 2 are inserted
(·) with value ‘010’, indicating they are connected to vertex
2. Since vertex 4 and 5 already exist, their values are updated
to ‘011’, indicating they are connected to both vertex 1 and
2. Since vertex 2 is in the embedding, the entry for vertex
2 in the map become useless (no need to update). Similarly,
when vertex 3 is added to the embedding, the neighbors of
vertex 3 are inserted or updated (¸). Note that c-map is selfcleaned during backtracking, i.e. the connectivity information
is resumed in a stack fashion. Therefore when a task is
completed, all entries in c-map are invalidated.
When extending the current embedding with one more
vertex (e.g., vertex 7), we want to check the connectivity of
vertex 7 with vertex 1, 2, and 3. By querying the map with
the key ‘7’, we get the bitset ‘101’, indicating vertex 7 is
connected with vertex 1 and vertex 3, but not vertex 2. If the
lookup key does not exist in the map, it means the vertex is
not connected to any of the vertices in the current embedding.

We propose a hardware c-map which keeps the information
in a compact form and provides fast accesses and low hardware
complexity. We use a simplified linear probing scheme: the
insertions and lookups are the same, but deletion is simpler
than the conventional linear probing. In our c-map, to delete
an entry, we simply find the entry and invalidate it (i.e., set
the value to 0). This is functionally correct due to two key
observations in the GPM algorithms: (1) updates on c-map
work in a bulk fashion (a sequence of neighbors), thus the
deletion of the entries inserted at the same level is done
atomically (no lookups before all removed); (2) we never
delete a key that does not exist in the map, thus the deletion
operation will always find the entry and remove it.
To probe faster, we partition the c-map into m banks,
allowing parallel probes to m successive entries. We prototype
our hardware c-map design in Bluespec and test it with m=4
and a bank size of 512 lines of 5 bytes: 4 bytes of the key, one
byte of the value (for a total of 2K entries). These parameters
led to a design successfully synthesized for FPGA at 200MHz
and ASIC at 1.3GHz. We empirically observe that the map
should be properly sized (>4kB) to keep its occupancy below
75%, thus maintain a low expected access latency. In our
design, most accesses take only a single cycle.
B. Support for c-map Space Management
Different patterns use the connectivity information differently. For 4-cycle, line 5 in Listing 1 shows that v3 is
searched from v2 ’s neighbor list, and is checked if it is
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Graph
As
Mi
Pa
Yo
Lj
Or

Source
ca-AstroPh [52]
Mico [27]
Patent [37]
Youtube [17]
LiveJournal [52]
Orkut [52]

#V
18,772
0.1M
2.7M
7.1M
4.8M
3.1M

#E
0.2M
1.1M
14.0M
57.1M
42.9M
117.2M

dˆ (max degree)
504
1,359
789
4,017
20,333
33,313

Graph

TC

TABLE I: Input graphs (symmetric, no loops or duplicate edges)
connected to v1 . The compiler annotates that only v1 ’s connectivity information is used. Therefore, when mining 4-cycle,
we only need to insert v1 ’s neighbors to c-map. Besides, in line
5 there is a vertex upper bound v0 , thus our compiler prevents
any v1 ’s neighbor with VID larger than v0 from being inserted
into c-map, reducing the number of entries in c-map further.
Finally, we provide a fall-back mechanism to guarantee
correct execution when c-map overflows. To decide when to
fall back, the size of the neighbor list (i.e., the degree) is
obtained before bringing the list, and then we compute how
each vertex extension influence the c-map memory footprint.
Hence, we dynamically estimate the occupancy of the c-map
and keep it below our chosen threshold.
When we detect that estimated c-map footprint is above
the threshold, the fall-back mechanism is activated, i.e., the
pruner switches to invoke SIU/SDU instead of querying c-map.
For example, for 4-cycle, once c-map allocation for v1 ’s
neighbors failed, at level 2, instead of extending v2 and
checking connectivity with v1 , the pruner sends requests of
v1 ’s and v2 ’s edgelists to the L1 cache, and the two edgelists
are sent to SIU to compute the intersection.

4-CL

5-CL

3-MC

As
Mi
Pa
Yo
Lj
As
Mi
Pa
Yo
Lj
As
Mi
Pa
Yo
Lj
As
Mi
Pa
Yo
Lj

Gramer
[90] 4×8T
0.028
0.11
3.09
13.01
17.81
0.27
6.86
3.74
17.30
30.89
1.46
270.41
4.06
24.27
52.89
0.11
0.36
4.17
16.25
29.68

AutoMine
[58] 2×10T
0.017
0.05
0.21
0.99
2.51
0.05
1.28
0.24
1.90
23.91
0.22
49.31
0.27
3.16
815.66
0.03
0.13
0.50
2.89
7.82

GraphZero
[57] 2×10T
0.017
0.03
0.21
0.45
0.65
0.03
0.36
0.24
1.20
6.52
0.08
11.03
0.32
2.22
192.53
0.02
0.07
0.36
1.38
2.60

TABLE II: Comparing baseline systems: Gramer (4-thread 8PU FPGA), AutoMine (20-thread CPU) and GraphZero (20thread CPU). Bold numbers are the fastest of each row.
used in Gramer (|V |=4.6M, |E|=44.0M) is a subset of ours
(|V |=7.1M, |E|=57.1M). SL is not evaluated because it is not
supported in Gramer. As shown in the table, GraphZero is
almost always faster than Gramer except 5-CL on Lj, with
an average speedup of 8.3×, regardless of all the hardware
specialization that Gramer did. This speedup is mainly due
to the pattern awareness in GraphZero. Note that Gramer
does outperform pattern-oblivious software GPM frameworks
RStream [84] and Fractal [25], as demonstrated in the Gramer
paper [90]. However, the pattern-awareness in AutoMine significantly prunes the search space, and makes it orders-ofmagnitude faster [58] than RStream and Fractal. GraphZero
adds symmetry breaking on top of AutoMine, and is thus
faster than AutoMine. Therefore we use GraphZero as our
CPU baseline, and only compare FlexMiner with GraphZero in
the following evaluation. Note that the FlexMiner compilation
time is similar to GraphZero, which is negligible compared to
the mining execution time, since P is much smaller than G.

VII. E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
Benchmarks and Graph Datasets: We test 4 GPM applications discussed in Section II-A, i.e., TC, k-CL, SL, k-MC.
As listed in Table I, we use all the input graphs used in
Gramer [90], except the two smallest graphs, which provide
much higher speedups over software baseline and distort the
results. All input graphs are symmetric, have no self-loops,
and have no duplicated edges. We represent the input graphs
in the compressed sparse row (CSR) format. The neighbor list
of each vertex is sorted by ascending vertex ID.
Baseline: We evaluate the efficiency of FlexMiner against
state-of-the-art software GPM systems, AutoMine [58] and
GraphZero [57], as well as the existing hardware GPM accelerator, Gramer [90]. We are unable to compare FlexMiner
with TrieJax because their simulator has not been released
and there are no absolute numbers in the paper [46]. AutoMine and GraphZero are run on a 10-core Intel i9-7900X
CPU (3.30GHz, Turbo 4.3GHz, 13.75 MB LLC) with 64GB
DRAM. We report execution time on CPU as an average of
3 runs. Gramer was evaluated on a Xilinx Alveo U250 card
with a XCU250 FPGA chip (1.68M LUTs, 3.37M registers,
and 11.8MB BRAM) and four 16GB DDR4 memories.
Table II lists the running time (seconds) of Gramer (FPGA),
AutoMine (CPU) and GraphZero (CPU). Note that Gramer
results are reported from their paper [90], and the Yo graph

FlexMiner Simulation and Configurations: For performance
evaluation, we developed a custom cycle-accurate simulator,
which models the microarchitecture behavior of each module described in Fig. 8. We conservatively use 1.3GHz PE
frequency (2.38GHz used in TrieJax), 32kB private cache
and 4MB shared cache. When space is not available in
private scratchpad, FlexMiner uses its fallback mechanism
(i.e. with SIU and SDU). We only report simulation results
for benchmarks completed within 2 seconds by GraphZero
in Table II due to the extremely slow cycle-accurate simulation. The simulator is integrated with DRAMsim3 [53] to
simulate the cycle-accurate behavior of accesses to the offchip memory, which is simulated as 64GB of DDR4-2666
DRAM with four channels (the same as our CPU baseline). We
also integrated BookSim [63] for NoC, and a standard cycle-
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accurate non-inclusive cache model for L2 cache. Note that
the frontier list memoization (described in Section V-C)
is always enabled in FlexMiner for a fair comparison with
GraphZero, which has this technique implemented in software.
We implement our proposed PE using Bluespec, generate
Verilog, and synthesize the logic using Synopsys Design
Compiler and Silvaco’s 15nm Open-Cell Library [1]. We give
the synthesis tool an operating voltage of 0.8V and achieve a
target clock period of 0.75ns, putting our design comfortably
at 1.3GHz. We estimate area numbers of the SRAMs in a PE
using CACTI [2]. We use the 22nm technology node (22nm is
the closest from 15nm available in CACTI). The overall area
of a PE in FlexMiner is only 0.18mm2 , while the area of an
Intel SkyLake CPU core (14nm) is about 15mm2 [46].
In the following evaluation, we only focus on ASIC design
of FlexMiner. We first compare FlexMiner without c-map
to the CPU baseline, GraphZero, to show the benefit of PE
specialization and massive multithreading. We then evaluate
FlexMiner with different sizes of c-map, to show the benefit of
c-map and find out the reasonable size to use for the c-map. We
change the number of PEs from 1 to 64 to demonstrate a more
detailed performance scaling. Lastly NoC traffic is measured
to show the impact of c-map on reducing the memory requests,
i.e., memoization reduces accesses to the edgelists of G.

Since each PE has much simpler logic and smaller private
cache than a general purpose core in CPU (CPU has 32kB L1D
and 1MB L2), we can put more PEs within the same area. By
scaling the number of PEs from 10-PE to 40-PE, FlexMiner
achieves even more speedups, thanks to the embarrassing
amount of parallelism in these GPM applications. On average,
FlexMiner with 10-PE, 20-PE and 40-PE outperform the CPU
baseline by 1.56×, 2.93×, and 5.15×, respectively.
C. Performance Impact of the c-map
We evaluate the performance impact of the c-map in
Fig. 14. We use different sizes of c-map from 1kB to 16kB.
cmap-unlimited is the c-map with unlimited size, i.e., it represents the performance upper bound of c-map design (which
is impractical). As shown, cmap-unlimited achieves significant performance improvement (up to 5.3×) over no-cmap for
4-cycle, with an average speedup of 3.0×. This is expected
as there is no frontier list reuse in 4-cycle while c-map is
reused heavily. As a proof, the read ratios, i.e., the percentage
of reads of all accesses to c-map, are 93%, 98% and 86%
in mining 4-cycle in As, mico and Pa. These high ratios are
translated directly to speedups in 4-cycle. However, for k-CL
and diamond where memoizing the frontier list is already
quite effective, adding c-map on top of it does not bring as
much performance improvement as it does for 4-cycle. For
TC, there is no frontier list reuse, and the c-map reuses
are fewer than those in 4-cycle. The read-write ratios for
TC on As, mico and Pa are 90% and 93% and 74%. This
reduced reuse (compared to 4-cycle), ends up giving a speed
up between 4-cycle and k-CL.
We also observe that Mi constantly obtains good speedups
across different applications. This is mainly due to the fact that
Mi is the most dense graph in Table I (with an average degree
of 21), and therefore there exists abundant c-map reuses (also
demonstrated by the high read ratio of Mi).
Meanwhile, we observe that for most of the benchmarks, a
4kB c-map already captures most of the performance benefit
of cmap-unlimited. This is because (1) the maximum degree
dˆ of G is small (see Table I) compared to the graph size
(e.g., although with 57M edges, Yo has a dˆ of 4,017), and
high-degree vertices are rare due to power-law distribution;
(2) c-map is well utilized with our compiler heuristics in
Section VI-B. In practice, we choose a c-map size of 8kB
for the default FlexMiner design to support larger graphs
and patterns. This configuration achieves average speedups of
2.28×, 4.24× and 7.29×, over the CPU baseline, respectively.

B. Performance (no-cmap) Comparison with the Baseline
Fig. 13 compares FlexMiner (without c-map) performance
with 20-thread GraphZero. As illustrated, FlexMiner with 10PE already outperform GraphZero for most cases, although
the clock frequency is much lower than CPU. This is due to
the fact that the specialized execution units (i.e., SIU and SDU)
in the PE are more efficient than general purpose CPU cores
for set operations. There exists other algorithms [59, 64] for
set intersection, but we use the same merge-based algorithm
as that is used in GraphZero to make fair comparison with
the CPU baseline. Note that same as GraphZero, FlexMiner
supports the memoization of the frontier list, which avoids
recomputation of the set intersections for patterns that have
reusable intermediate results (e.g., k-clique and diamond). The
support for this memoization in FlexMiner makes sure that it
has the same algorithmic efficiency as software.
Since the performance improvement mostly comes from
accelerating the set operations, the speedup for a specific case
depends on the portion of memory stalls in the total cycles.
The benchmark benefits most from PE specialization when it
spends most of the time on computation. In contrast, if the
benchmark mostly waits for memory requests, the speedup
would be marginal. For example, TC has the least computation
in all applications, and Pa and Yo are relatively large datasets
than As and Mi, which leads to poor cache behavior (we
observe 65.9% and 36.3% L2 cache miss rates for Pa and Yo
respectively) and likely more time spent on memory accesses.
Both Lj and Yo are large graphs, but Lj contains two times
more triangles than Yo. Therefore, TC for Pa and Yo on
FlexMiner is slower than the baseline.

D. Large Graphs and Large Patterns
We evaluate a larger graph Or with TC (3-clique). Our simulation shows that 20-PE FlexMiner achieves 2.5× speedup
over GraphZero-20T. Due to the simulation speed, we can not
finish running larger graphs using our simulator, but FlexMiner
does support larger graphs as long as they fits in memory. To
support graphs larger than memory capacity, we can add graph
partitioning support [5, 40, 80] in our framework.
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Speedup over GraphZero
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Fig. 13: FlexMiner (without c-map) performance compared with 20-thread GraphZero on CPU.

no-cmap

6
5
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1
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Speedup over single-PE

Fig. 14: FlexMiner performance using c-map with different sizes. All with 20-PE and normalized to FlexMiner without c-map.

64
32
16
8
4
2
1

we observe linear scaling with more PEs, although different
applications and datasets have different impact on the scaling
factor. TC is the simplest and least irregular application among
all. Therefore, TC performance scaling is almost perfect.
However, As is the smallest dataset, and TC on As scales worse
than the other two datasets because of much fewer tasks (i.e.
parallelism). 4-CL on As scales better than TC on As likely
due to more computation existed in 4-CL. On average, 64-PE
FlexMiner achieves 10.60× speedup over GraphZero-20T.
In Fig. 16 we measure NoC traffic, i.e., the number of
memory requests sent from the PEs to the NoC, to show the
impact of c-map on memory subsystem. For the benchmarks
which benefit from c-map, i.e. TC, 4-cycle and diamond,
the NoC traffic is significantly reduced by introducing the
c-map. For example, 4kB c-map reduces nearly half of the
NoC traffic for 4-cycle on As. For k-CL, the NoC traffic
stays the same, because the frontier list already cut down
the same amount of memory requests for both no-cmap and
c-map cases. As a result, the performance gain for 4-CL is less
impressive by increasing the c-map size. However, we observe
that Mi achieves close to 2× speedup in Fig. 14, which is
purely achieved by c-map reducing set operations.
In summary, we demonstrate that FlexMiner achieves significant speedup over the CPU baseline, thanks to the PE specialization, massive multithreaing, and the support for memoization using c-map. More specifically, the performance speedup
of 40-PE without c-map over CPU baseline is attributed to
PE specialization (3.04×) and multithreading (1.76×). The
adoption of c-map with a tiny 8kB scratchpad further improves

TC-As
TC-Mi
TC-Pa
4-CL-As
4-CL-Mi
4-CL-Pa
4-Cycle-As
4-Cycle-Mi

1

2

4
8 16
Number of PEs

32

64

Fig. 15: FlexMiner with 8kB c-map performance scaling as the
number of PEs increases from 1 to 64 (normalized to one-PE).
We evaluate large patterns on Pa using k-CL with k ∈ [5, 9].
20-PE FlexMiner outperforms GraphZero by 1.7× to 1.9×.
For a pattern of size k, c-map needs 32 bits for the key and
k − 2 bits for the value in each entry. We currently use 8bit for the c-map value, and thus FlexMiner can fully benefit
from c-map for patterns within 10-vertex. For patterns beyond
size 10, c-map is partially used, i.e. for n-bit c-map value,
FlexMiner uses SIU/SDU when DFS level above n − 2 unless
there is an early c-map overflow.
E. Scalability and NoC Traffic
Fig. 15 illustrates the FlexMiner with 8kB c-map performance as the number of PE increases from 1 to 64. Generally
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Normalized NoC traffic

no-cmap

1kB-cmap

4kB-cmap

8kB-cmap

0.75

techniques, making a tradeoff between work efficiency and
parallelism. Our evaluation demonstrates significant speedups
over the state-of-the art software framework on CPU.
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